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My Grandfather smoked his whole life. I was about 10 years old when my mother said to him, 'If you ever want to see your
grandchildren graduate, you have to stop immediately.'. Tears welled up in his eyes when he realized what exactly was at stake.
He gave it up immediately. Three years later he died of lung cancer. It was really sad and destroyed me. My mother said to me-
'Don't ever smoke. Please don't put your family through what your Grandfather put us through." I agreed. At 28, I have never
touched a cigarette. I must say, I feel a very slight sense of regret for never having done it, because this game gave me cancer
anyway.. Multiplayer only game costs $5.99NZD.
Of COURSE no one is playing.
This needs to be F2P with some cosmetics or something.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/9yqBAo-omzQ. This is awsome... the best space journey sim I have witnest so far on the Vive. 10\10

Graphics are amazing.. Love the idea of the game. However you cant start over. I have come to a place where I cannot progress
due to a bad choice and the rewind option only allows me to start the encounter over where again I cannot progress the story. I
want to like this but this is a very BAD game design.. Absolute trash. Don't spend your money on this piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game.. I normally list good and bad things in my reviews, but this game doesn't
really have anything of the former...

 doesn't remember any of the settings (language, full screen, sounds\/music volume)

 storyline is nothing interesting

 dialogues are rather useless and disturbing, I feel like reading a book

 devs say it's non-linear - it is linear as hell!

 4 turrets types only

 no upgrades between missions, no long term strategic decisions

 turrets upgrades are linear and have 2-3 levels only (unless it didn't play long enough)

 you can only place turrets in designated spots and there is usually about 10 of them on the map

 you usually start with enough cash to place all the turrets and within 2 waves you upgrade them all to maximum

 the rest of the game is spamming repair button and pressing skip on these stupid dialogue pop ups. plenty of playing
enough in the free version it's time to look at paid. what do we have in the end? are there any major changes? here they
are not and it pleases, because you know exactly what product you will receive and you can weigh whether it is worth
paying for it. my opinion is worth it. slightly improved gameplay aspects, as well as graphics give a little more fun with
the game. maybe it's a placebo effect, but I bought and do not regret buying, and in the future I plan to purchase
Bulletproof Act 2. I recommend buying virtual reality helmets for the holders of virtual reality helmets and only for
them not to play without it.. Please wait!. I genuinely love this game. Wands has a totally unique style of gameplay that
strongly emphasises strategy. It's PvP wizard dueling!

Some important points:

There is no free movement here; instead, you teleport to a fixed set of "tiles" in each of the six arenas. This has two
implications for your experience: 1) it's super comfortable; the only motion you experience is what you physically do in
your space and 2) the gameplay comes down to your ability to control your opponents' access to these tiles. Sure, it's
limiting. You don't get to whiz around in VR using the latest creative control scheme. However, gameplay-wise, this is
probably Wands' greatest strength; the limitation of movement makes this essentially a full-information game. There are
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very few cutsie tricks that you discover from the arenas by way of experience (though there are a handful) as you would
find in other PvP games. Most importantly, your opponent can't hide. If you understand each arena and each spell, you
are perfectly capable of formulating a unique strategy that will surprise even the most experienced opponent.

Mechanics-wise you choose four spells from the 25 available options to equip a "loadout". You bring one loadout into a
duel. These are your only weapons and defenses. A bit over half of the spells are projectiles of various sorts that differ in
kind (splash or direct damage), cost, and damage caused. Spells, including your teleport ability, cost mana which
replenishes at a set rate throughout the duel. You win by getting your opponents' HP to zero or by having the highest HP
at the end of the 3.5 minute duel. There are three fixed locations in each arena for health pickups that give 15 HP back
and which respawn at a set rate during the middle portion of the duel. Each arena has its own environmental effect
including a temporary free teleport pickup, boosted mana regen\/increased damage on a specific tile, and various
damage-causing environmental hazards. The newest arena has an environment which forces players to physically move
through the arena to avoid storm damage a la battle royale games.

This game is multiplatform with mobile VR. In my experience, most of your opponents will be on Gear VR. If you buy
this game on Steam, you're in luck: the skill ceiling is higher! Room scale to allows you to physically dodge some of your
mobile friends' attacks.

There is a bit of a learning curve, no skill-based matchmaking (yet), and Wands has developed a fairly active community
that play a lot (Full disclosure: I'm a member). This means that you're likely to encounter one of these players when you
first enter. To continue playing, you have to be alright with taking it on the chin a few times against one of these guys.
Quickest way to learn.

The game is gorgeous, easily the most visually appealing VR game I've played.

As mentioned in other reviews, Wands is purely PvP, with the exception of a mini-game that you can access in the
lobby. There is no story mode or AI opponent feature.

There is no in-game voice chat in the Steam version.

This game is fairly frequently updated with new content and the devs are receptive to bug reports and feedback. Since I
got the game on mobile in December of last year, they have added something like half a dozen new spells, a new arena, a
totally refurbished and beautiful starting area ("The Workshop"), and have made several balance changes. Check the
update history. The devs are remarkably timely with updates. I've never actually experienced a game in ongoing
development that actually surprises its community with updates; refreshing.
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I don't recommend this game because it's just laid back if you like horror and parkour yea i do reco it but for me or any others
that are like me *idk how to describe myself* don't like it. It's a fun sometime pvp game but what i dont like about it is the loot
crate's they added look's and loot crate's into the game wich annoys me especially. So i hoped you injoyed this review :).

3\/10 Half Dead 2 loot crate's. Awful game. The concept itself isn't bad. It's a strategy\/card game. What makes it broken, is that
is that it asks for prompts every time you construct a ship, or end your turn. Has no flow.. Another VN Game Based Around Net
Idols Basic Signing Girls Ai Safari G Chrome Fox girl and Ninja one very nice Storyline I love it. Basiclly These girls enter
Festival and Hold 3 Topics of there choice well Host picks em and they Go at it not gonna spoil it cause That be mean. Overall
Very nice CG Music And ending as well Def would Recc this to Anybody who Loved games like these.. Well, first and
foremost, nice patch and great game. With that being said, 2 friends and I try to take over a mansion. BIG mistake! There were
zombies, puss people and men from mars kicking our asses!!! Over all, hearing a bunch of men scream like girls.... Priceless!!!
kudos Fear the night Devs!. The interface is a little wonky at first but the innovation and pure quirkyness of the game is alot of
fun. Like when people use traditional games to create new experiences. Enjoyable experience for someone that wants to play
something light hearted and humorous.. I was a fan of Rise of the Tomb Raider. The previous installment was fun and
entertaining. Shadow of the Tomb Raider is none of those. It's boring as hell, the atmosphere feels bland and generic, the story
sucks donkey balls, and there are barely any enemies in the game. What is the point of giving us guns, if there is nothing to
shoot?! Somehow, this game manages to do less than the previous titles, despite it being a sequel. I honestly regret buying this
game, even at a discounted price.

For anyone interested in this title, I would recommend the previous installment, Rise of the Tomb Raider, over this. This game
isn't even worth playing in my honest opinion.. I bought this game mainly because of the tennis part and it feels really good. I'm
neither a real tennis nor ping pong player, but both disciplines are great fun and you can choose between "Fun" mode (simplified
physics) and "Real" mode ('real' physics).

There are different options for audio, playarea, paddle position and so on and the UI is intuitive and easy to use.

The ping pong part is nice, whereas Eleven: Table Tennis VR still feels like the best ping pong simulator to me in terms of
physics.
However there is a career mode, beside partice and online mode, in Virtual Sports, for both tennis and ping pong, which is
demanding, AI gets stronger and plays different, and rewarding because you also unlock additional opponents and environments.
Tennis works flawless, you will be teleported to a sport where you can reach the ball after your opponent returned it. It only
needs ~two matches to get used to. You can also teleport yourself to play close to the net, which is very difficult imho.

Graphics are fine, some levels could be a little bit more detailed, antialiasing especially on the ping pong table and both rackets
are great though, performance is top. Sound design is appropriate, haptic feedback is good.

More content and improvments here and there would be nice, a two vs two mode would be awesome, but overall I can
recommend this game in its current state!
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